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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the evaluation of coupled microwave heating processes, the constant coefficient model often 
leads to misleading results due to the complexity of the field distribution within the oven and 
the variation of the dielectric properties of material with temperature, moisture content, density, 
and other properties [I]. In this paper, we consider coupled initial value problems of the type 
%(X, t) = A(~)wKc(x, q + Bu(x, t), -03<2<00, t > 0, (1.1) 
4x,0) = f(x), -oo<x<oo, 0.2) 
where the unknown ~L(z, t) and f(z) are vectors in @‘, f is absolutely Lebesgue integrable and 
continuous, and A(t), B(t) are continuous crxr valued functions such that 
there exists p > 0 such that for every eigenvaluez of 
A(t) + AH(t) 
2 ’ zLp>O, (1.3) 
where A(t)H denotes the transpose conjugate of the matrix A(t). Mixed problems related to 
equation (1.1) has been recently treated in [2] using Fer’s factorization. 
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The aim of this paper is the construction of continuous numerical solutions of the problem 
(1.1),(1.2) with a prefixed accuracy. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some 
preliminaries about Fer’s factorization are adapted from [2] t o a parametric initial value problem 
coming out from the application of the Fourier transform to problem (1.1),(1.2). Section 3 
constructs a continuous numerical solution of problem (1.1),(1.2) in terms of a finite integral of 
matrix exponentials. 
Throughout this paper, L1 denotes the space of all absolutely Lebesgue integrable functions on 
the real line. F denotes the exponential Fourier transform. If D is a matrix in Crxr, its 2-norm 
denoted by \jDJJ is defined by 
IlDll = “,;i $k 
2 
where for a vector y in C’, ]]y]]z = (~~y)i’~ is the Euclidean norm of y. I denotes the identity 
matrix in CrxT and Erf c(x) is defined by 
Erfc(x) = -$ Irn e-“’ dw, -co<x<m. 
2 
We recall that if g(z) is twice differentiable and gc2) E L1, then 
7 {gc2’(x)} (w) = -w2F{g(x)}(w) = -w2G(w). (1.4) 
2. PRELIMINARIES ABOUT FER’S FACTORIZATION 
In this section, starting from results of [2], we recall and adapt some important facts related 
to the approximation of the solution of the matrix initial value problem 
$w, 0) = S(W(4 O), U(O,O)=I, o<t<T, SECXV, (2.1) 
by a product of matrix exponentials, the so-called Fer’s method [3]. One advantage of this 
approach is that approximations recover qualitative features of the exact solution of problem (2.1). 
We recall that Fer’s approximation of order m, Ulml(t, 0), is constructed in the following way: 
Uiml (t, 0) = e Fl(t)b(t)...F,,,(t) 1 
%+1(t) = 1’ &n(s) ds, So(t) = S(t), m=0,1,2 ,...) 
(2.2) 
Sm+l(t) = 1’ dx iz e-(l-u)Fnf,+l [S,, F,,,+l]e(l-“~F~~~+’ du, 
where [P, Q] = PQ - QP. By Section 2 of [a], the sequence {Ulml(t, 0)) converges to the exact 
solution of (2.1) for values of t such that 
s ’ ]]S(s)]] ds < 0.8604065 = E. (2.3) 0 
Let us consider the parametric vector initial value problem 
T’(t) = [B(t) - w2A(t)] T(t), T(0) = F(w), O<t<T, (2.4) 
where w is a real parameter with (‘w( < Rc and F(w) E C:‘. Note that solution T(t) of (2.4) can 
be expressed in the form 
T(t) = U(C O)F(w), (2.5) 
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but as Fer’s algorithm (2.2) may be not convergent in all the interval [0, 2’1, we split this interval 
in subintervals with guaranteed convergence. If h > 0, h:, = jh, 0 5 j 5 N, and Nh = T, for 
hj i t I hj+i, we can write (2.5) together with 
-$U(t, hj) = [B(t) - w2A(t)] U (t, hj) , 
U(hj,hj) = I, c 
h, i t I h3+i, 
U(t, 0) = U (t, hi) U (hi, hi_l). . . U(h, 0), hi 5 t < hi+l. 
Under hypothesis (1.3), let us denote 
o(t) = min 2; z is an eigenvalue of 4s) + AH(s) ; o < s < t 
2 > 
--, 
/3(t) = max 
{ 
1.~1; z is an eigenvalue of B(s) + @%); 
2 
o < s < t 
> 
--’ 
Let UIml(t, 0) be the Fer approximation of order m of the solution of (2.1), with S(t) 
w2A(t), i.e., (2.6) with j = 0. Then, by Section 4 of [2], it follows that 
llU(t, 0) - ldml(t, 0)/l < eTBcT)(i + 1)6,(S)e(i+2)6r,1(E), ih 5 t 5 (i + l)h, 
where 
S,(E) = @2”’ ( 0<6<1, h=;, 
and 
a(T) = m~{llA(t)ll; 0 < t i T}; 
By (2.5) and (2.8), it follows that 
b(T) = max{ I\B(t)\l; 0 I t 5 T}. 
(/T(t) - T[ml(t)/12 5 L(Ro)Ne(N+1)6"'(E)eTs(T), OItST, IwIIRo, 
where 
WO) = m~W(w)ll2, b-4 I Ro). 
Let E > 0 and let p be the unique root of the equation 
2edN+l) = 27re 
L (Ro) NRoeTo(T) ’ 
and let m be the first positive integer satisfying 
then by (2, p. 1991, it follows that 
[IT(~) - T[“](t)/j2 i g, 0 L t i T, I4 < Ro. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
B(t) - 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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3. THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM 
We begin this section obtaining first a formal solution of problem (1.1),(1.2). Then sufficient 
conditions on the data will be imposed in order to guarantee that the formal solution is a rigorous 
solution. Let us assume that problem (1.1),(1.2) d ‘t a ml s a solution ~(2, t) such that u(., t), u5(., t), 
~~~(.,t), q(.,t) both regarded as functions of the active variable IC, all lie in L’. Let t > 0 be 
fixed and 
U@)(w) = F{u(., t))(w); .xC~)I(uJ) = F(w). (3.1) 
By applying the Fourier transform to problem (1.1),(1.2) and taking into account (3.1)) one 
achieves the initial value problem 
$W = [-w’--W) + B(t)] U(t)(w), U(O)(w) = F(w), t 2 0. 
By applying the inversion theorem for the Fourier transform, it follows 
U(X,T) = & p 
s 
U(T, w)eiwx dw, -co<x<co, T > 0. 
00 
Let a(T) and P(T) be defined by (2.7). Then by Theorem 1 of [2], it follows that 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
IIVt)(w)llz 5 Fe 
IIF qP(T)-w%(q), O<t<T. (3.4) 
By (3.3), (3.4), and the differentiation theorem of parametric integrals, see Theorem 10.39 of 
[4, p. 3451, it follows that u(X,T) given by (3.3) admits partial derivatives with respect to both 
variables 2 and t at (X, 7’) and 
_J * 
~z(x>T) = x _-co J U(t)(w)eiwx dw, 
ut(X,T) = $ _m $[U(t)(w)]eiwx dw = & 
s 
[-w2A(t) + B(t)] U(t)(w)eiwx dw. 
00 
Hence, using (3.2), it follows that 
ut(X, T) - A(t)uz,(X, T) - B(t)u(X, T) 
=- 2i l: [-w2A(T) + B(T) + w2A(T) - B(T)] U(t)(w)eiwx dw = 0. 
Taking T = 0 in (3.3) and using the inversion formula for the Fourier transform and assuming 
that f is piecewise smooth, it follows that 
u(X,O) = -!- 2~ J -1 F(w)ei”x dw = f(X). (3.5) 
Let M, Ml be positive numbers such that 
II~(w)ll2 I My --00<w<co; 
M 
1 
= MeTflcT) 
2w ’ 
then by (3.4) and (3.6), it follows that 
Ilu(t)(wN2 I Mle -w%(T) I -oo<w<co, O<t<T. (3.7) 
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Let R > 0 and u(x, t, R) be defined by 
u(x, t, R) = & _R J U(T)(w)eiWX dw, R (3.8) 
and note that by (3.3), (3.7), and (3.8), one gets 
u(X, T) - zl(X, T, R) = MI J e-~Z~(T)dW bl>R 
= $& J R*me-' ‘dv = MImc(R,,&@. (3.g) 
Given E > 0, take Ro > 0 large enough so that 
then by (3.9),(3.10), it follows that 
Ilu(X,T) - u(X,T,Ro)ll, < ;. 
For this value of Ro, m defined by (2.14), let us denote 
C(X,T,fh,m) = $ _” J T[ml(t)e2wX dw, R
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
then by (2.15) and (3.8), it follows that 
IMX, T, Ro) - fV, T Ro, m)II < i, b-4 I Ro. (3.13) 
By (3.11) and (3.13), one concludes that 
Ilu(X,T) - 6(X, T, Ro, m)ll -c E. (3.14) 
Summarizing, the following result has been established. 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider problem (1.1),(1.2) where f( x is continuous, piecewise smooth, and ) 
A(t), B(t) are continuous satisfying (1.3). Let X, T, and E > 0 given with T > 0, -co < X < cc 
and let 6(X, T, Ro, m) be defined by (3.12) where Ro is given by (3.10) and m by (2.14). Then, 
if u(X, T) is the exact value of the solution u given by (3.3), the approximation 6(X, T, Ro, m) 
satisfies (3.14). 
REMARK 3.1. Numerous algorithms for computin g matrix exponential appearing in the inte- 
grand of (3.12) have been proposed. Scaling and squaring with Pad6 approximants and a careful 
implementation of Parlett’s Schur decomposition method [5, Chapter ll] seems to be the better 
one. 
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